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摘  要 




































This article firstly give a brief introduction of the history、evolvement、working 
principle of World Wide Web and also with the information retrieval issues of the 
Web. Most general search engines nowadays search Web pages as many as possible 
with robot software, and then build full document index or partial index. According 
to specific strategies, search engine retrieve the best match URL hyperlinks from its 
database when received user's query, then reply user with ordered results. With the 
rapid development of WWW and increasing complex of search engine system, it 
becomes much harder to design and implement a satisfied search engine. It’s 
feasible to design and implement a specified search engine targeted towards specific 
users、specific specialty field at present, it’s also a research trend. There are many 
valuable research works has been done with “Focused Crawling”. This article 
applied an efficient topic item auto expansion algorithm in a specialized search 
engine based on focused crawling technology. The algorithm highly exploits Meta 
data of URL within Web document with Web mining technology. Under normal 
software and hardware configuration and limited network resource, the system 
accomplish topic relevant Web page’s searching、indexing quickly and correctly, and 
it also afford specialized users great quality specialized information retrieval service. 
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第一章 概 述 
WWW是 World Wide Web（环球信息网）的缩写，可简称为 Web。起源于 1989
年 3月，由欧洲量子物理实验室 CERN（the European Laboratory for Particle 
Physics）所开发的 B/S结构分布式超媒体系统。通过 Web，人们使用简单的方
法就可以迅速方便地取得丰富的信息资料。1993年，Internet上出现了最早的






















































































































































    第一章 介绍了 WWW及网络信息搜索技术。 
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